MANUAL HANGING A WALL SHELF WITH LIGHTING
1. Take the Strackk shelf out of the box. To prevent damage, you can leave the foam around the
shelf and put it down.
2. Remove the screws, plugs and spirit level from the plastic packaging. This packaging is stuck
on the inside of the box.
3. Detach the cardboard ruler from the box. You will find this in the side on the inside.
4. Always check that your screw holes in the shelf are in the same position as the holes in the
ruler. This will not be the case with some shelf lengths.
If the hole pattern does not match, make the missing holes in the ruler yourself. You
can do this by holding the cardboard ruler against the back of the shelf and pushing
the screw holes in with a pen through the cardboard.
5. Place the spirit level in the center of the ruler and place the ruler with a spirit level against
the wall. Mark the holes on the wall.
6. Take a 10mm drill bit and drill the holes in the wall. Then put the plugs in the holes provided.
Make sure the plug goes fully into the wall so that no plug edges protrude from the wall.

7. Remove the driver, controller, and remote from the box.
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8. Place the driver and controller next to the desired power outlet. Note: do not plug in until
everything - driver, controller and shelf - is connected.
9. The cord (3 meters long) for the lighting protrudes from the back of the shelf. This cable
comes out of the shelf on the right side (from the front view), provided you have explicitly
agreed with us to let the cord come out of the shelf on the left. The hole where this cord
comes out is 7.5 cm from the side at the back of the shelf. That hole has been made on the
cardboard ruler and is circled with a red marker.
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10. In order not to see any cables, it is important that you think in advance that slots must be
milled in the wall to hide the electricity. You can have this preparation done yourself or by a
technician or electrician. The technician then places a PVC pipe in the wall through which the
cable from the shelf can be pulled.
11. Push the power cord from the shelf into the hole with the PVC pipe in the wall. You push the
cord until the end comes out on the other side.

12. Connect the power cord to the controller. You then connect the controller to the driver. Plug
the plug attached to the driver into the wall socket.
13. Test with the remote control if everything works. By default, the controller with the remote
control is linked to zone 1 of the remote control. The zone is indicated on the remote control
between the buttons.
14. Then place the shelf against the wall exactly where the hole patterns of the shelf align with
the screw holes in the wall.
15. Place a cloth on the shelf to prevent damage during drilling. Start with a screw semi-drilled in
the center of the shelf. Then you drill the screws from left to right.
16. Place the supplied magnetic strip in front of the screw holes to cover them nicely. If you
don't want to see the Strackk logo, swap the two metal strips.

Have fun with your wall shelf!
If you have any questions? Mail to info@strackk.com or call +31 (0) 85 303 61 91.
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